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Introduction 
The last several decades have witnessed the relentless simplification  

of blood gas internal control. thanks to the instruments' continuous 

improvements in accuracy and precision, the practices of duplicate 

testing, either serially on one blood gas analyzer or in parallel on 

adjacent analyzers became outmoded. In 1980, Westgard et al. 

presented combinations of internal control rules to interpret blood gas 

internal control observations. Most blood gas internal control 

algorithms now incorporate one among these multirules., blood gas 

laboratory internal control took an enormous step, with the publication 

of the statistical analysis of 28 spent GEM 3000 analyzer blood gas 

cartridges (Instrumentation Laboratory, Lexington, MA) that lent 

support to the thesis that the analysis of internal standards including 

some feedback control could replace the analysis of external internal 

control samples. During the operation of the GEM 3000, two non- 

blood-based calibrators are regularly and regularly analyzed to supply 

early indicators of malfunction. supported the answer measurements' 

tight imprecisions, their high sigma (ratios of allowable error to 

imprecision) and their frequent analyses, the authors surmised that an 

out of range solution measurement followed by error correction would 

prevent the occurrence of serious errors within the measurement of 

clinical specimens. While Tofaletti's 2007 paper “Validation of a top 

quality assessment system for blood gas and electrolyte testing” 

replicated the tightly precise analysis of the interior fluids and 

therefore the high imputed clinical sigmas, it also documented 

significantly higher imprecisions when external internal control 

material was analyzed, imprecisions that were of an equivalent 

magnitude as those demonstrated in prevalent blood gas analyzers . 

The authors postulated that the 

“improved precision of control material on the iQM is probably going 

because the interior control fluids are sealed and not vulnerable to 

exposure from handling”. In 2007, our laboratory reported that a GEM 

3000 cartridge lot exhibited a 2 month, clinically important shift in 

ionized calcium (iCa), a shift that wasn't detected by the GEM internal 

internal control , but retrospectively through the investigation of internal 

control results and patient iCa averages. In our investigations, we 

discovered a replacement cartridge effect during which the primary few 

patient iCa attended be erroneously high when analyzed with a 

replacement GEM reagent cartridge. We discovered that this bias was 

mitigated with the analysis of a couple of blood samples beforehand of 

patient reporting. Interestingly, these instructions for error mitigation are 

now included within the instructions for handling of GEM 4000 

proficiency testing specimens before testing by college of yank 

Pathologist’s proficiency materials. The GEM 4000 analyzes different 

process control solutions (PCS); PCS A and PCS B are run frequently; 

probably the foremost relevant PCS to the present work is PCS C 

(analyzed once every 24 h with its measurement scheduled by the power. 

A 2012 evaluation of 4 cartridge-based blood gas systems reported that 

“the GEM Premier 4000 often showed higher imprecision than the 

opposite test instruments. for less than two evaluated analytes (iCa++, 

lactate), the CVs were within the preset limits in the least three levels”.  

In a stimulating evaluation of seven GEM 4000s, biologically-based 

precision goals weren't met for PCO2, PO2, and glucose [8]. A Mayo 

Clinic study demonstrated similar high PCO2 and PO2 imprecisions. 

only recently, 2671 GEM 4000 ICU glucoses were compared to paired 

central laboratory glucoses with the authors demonstrating the GEM 

4000 glucoses didn't meet the recent FDA guidance for blood sugar 

meters. 
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